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***

 

It’s nonstop in the western media. The message – war with Russia is coming. 

An American friend of mine, now living in Russia, has two sons in the US Army. One of them
said  to  him  today,  “your  two  sons  are  going  to  be  fighting  your  beloved  Russia.”  So  the
troops are obviously being told to prepare for war. One of those sons, an Army Special
Forces soldier has been sent to western Ukraine several times to train the Nazi death
squads that have been brought into the Ukrainian Army since the US orchestrated coup
d’état in 2014.

Russia has repeatedly stated that they have no intention of  invading Ukraine – unless
Ukraine first strikes Crimea or the Donbass (eastern Ukraine that borders Russia where two
Russian-ethnic republics are located that have continually been targets of the right-wing
Kiev government since 2014).

Russia constantly says they have no desire to take over the failed Ukrainian state – in fact
Moscow says that the US-NATO have driven that country into the ground since the 2014
coup and they should help it recover. But the Washington agenda is chaos – just like Iraq,
Syria, Libya and other places US-NATO have destroyed with their ‘freedom war machine’.

Let’s take a moment and look at possible reasons for the US-NATO daily agitation for war.

The western corporate powers see their reign as ‘global rulers’ rapidly vanishing
and know this is the last chance to bring down Russia and China before the
‘multi-polar’ world comes into fruition in the next few years.
The west is led by evil, psychopaths who thirst for war. The neo-cons come to
mind.
It’s all a big public relations scheme to create a rare ‘win’ for the west. If Russia
does not invade Ukraine then the US-NATO can claim it was all because they
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stood up to the ‘Russian bear’, proving that their out-of-date alliance still has a
role in the world today.
Western oligarchs can’t stand to let Russia have all those natural resources in
the Arctic that are becoming possible to extract due to melting ice. So Russia
must be broken up into smaller nations giving Mr. Big the chance to make the
grab. See the RAND Corporation study that lays out the plan to balkanize Russia
here. Thus there is no stopping this rush to war.
US-NATO  are  bluffing.  It’s  all  a  great  distraction  to  help  take  the  heat  off  Big
Pharma’s  global  vaccine  campaign  and  growing  international  economic
problems.
You pick – give us your take in the comments.

Now let’s review some of the reasons why war might be avoided.

If the US-NATO really went to full blown war with Russia then it would likely go
nuclear. China would probably be pulled in. If this happens forget covid – kiss
your family good-bye. Is the US-NATO stupid enough to try this? Yes they are but
there are some sensible leaders in Europe who know this would not be such a
great idea. Let’s hope they have the stuff it takes to help shut down this insanity.
The  US-NATO  constant  aggression  is  a  big  money  maker  for  the  military
industrial complex so this current war talk is a cash cow for them. But they are
not stupid and know that nuclear war does not help their profit line.

Think back to 2003 and George W. Bush’s ill-fated ‘shock and awe’ attack on Iraq that
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turned that nation into a chaotic failed state. Prior to the US-UK attack there were massive
protests around the world for peace.

This time, as Washington-Brussels do their daily war-prep media barrage, there are few
global protests. In fact there are some in the ‘US peace movement’ who buy the hype and
believe Russia  wants  to  remake the Soviet  Union by invading Europe.  Anyone who is
actually paying real attention at this moment knows that story line is bullshit. But sadly
some who should be protesting US-NATO provocations and aggression are not doing so. This
weakens our ability to stop WW III.

I hope and pray that more people will speak out – and soon. Our lives depend on your
courage and your action.

Read this report from RAND:

Overextending and Unbalancing Russia: Assessing the Impact of Cost-Imposing Options

by James Dobbins, Raphael S. Cohen, Nathan Chandler, Bryan Frederick, Edward Geist, Paul
DeLuca, Forrest E. Morgan, Howard J. Shatz, Brent Williams

*

Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram,
@crg_globalresearch. Forward this article to your email lists. Crosspost on your blog site,
internet forums. etc.
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